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W O O D E N
IN OTHER FORMS

The plant’s power is enormous. With light, water and carbon dioxide as main ingredients, 

it creates amazing raw materials, over and over again in an eternal cycle. It is also the 

starting point for what we call bioeconomy. That is, a way of living without consuming the 

finite resources on earth. A bioeconomy is based entirely on renewable raw materials. 

Like forest.1

1  FORMAS, Swedish Research and Innovation Strategy for a Bio-based Economy 2015, p 13, 18/1-18 
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1:1  Background
I grew up in the small town Ljusdal in Hälsingland, northern Sweden. Like many 
small communities in the Swedish countryside the population is declining as a result 
of urbanisation and centralisation. The forest has always been important to me and 
I have a close connection to the forest industry through my father and older brother 
who both works within the sector. 

My first summer job was planting trees and after that I have been working with 
forest care in various forms on and off for a number of years. My origin and insight 
into the forest industry have deepened my understanding of the importance it has 
for Sweden as a country, not only economically but also to maintain a living country-
side and to protect people’s right to decide were and how to live there lives. During 
my time as a architect student and citizen of Stockholm, I have come to the conclu-
sion that rural issues and the depopulation of big parts of Sweden are somewhat 
“non-questions” within the field of architecture and politics. 

1  INTRODUCTION

1
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The urban way of life has become a norm, and most school assignments, debate 
articles and exhibitions gravitates towards the urban environment and its future 
development. In my degree project I work with these questions trough a design and 
architectural point of view.

Sweden is a forest nation. Our forests and iron ore has built the welfare-society we 
live in today and employed large parts of our population for centuries. Today, 69 per-
cent of Sweden’s total land area consists of forest land, 57 percent is productive forest 
land. That is, land that produces at least 1 forest cubic meter per hectare and year.2 

The amount of forest has grown steadily since the beginning of the 20th century 
and we have more forest today than 100 years ago due to increased planting of 
trees and more efficient forestry. There is much left to desire for a long-term sus-
tainable forest industry in Sweden, where biodiversity is promoted while we process 
our precious raw materials in the most efficient way possible trough all stages. From 
tree to product. The interest for sustainable systems in manufacturing is growing in 
a time when we have no option but to turn to a sustainable bio-economy.

2 https://www.skogssverige.se/skog/fakta-om/den-svenska-skogen, Read 5/4-2018
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1:2  Aims and questions
Throughout history, man has managed to manufacture tools, building elements and 
furniture out of wood, but so far, it has almost exclusively been trough subtractive 
manufacturing. Additive manufacturing with wood based composites is not new 
to the building and furniture industry. Injection moulding and pressure moulding 
with composite materials are some of the most common techniques in furniture 
manufacturing and in the making of sheet materials. To make the components stick 
together, keep a desired form and gain durability chemical binders are added to 
the composite matrix.  The aim of my master thesis project “WOODEN - in other 
forms”, is to explore the possibilities of developing a bio composite that only con-
sists of wooden raw material. A material which properties enables it to be used in 
additive manufacturing by 3D-printing. With thouse aims I have chosen to ask these 
questions:  

A image from a previus project where I worked with combining traditional craft and subtractive manufacturing by CNC-milling.

3
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- How can we rethink the way we use our greatest natural resource to get a more 
a sustainable and effective manufacturing industry?

- Is it possible to create a biodegradable composite that is all based on wooden 
raw-material and that is suitable for additive manufacturing?

- How could additive manufacturing in wood-based materials effect the field of 
interior architecture and furniture design?

4
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1:3 The BioInnovation conference
To get a deeper understanding about new materials from wood and what is pos-
sible today I started my project by attending a conference in Stockholm about bio 
economy and innovation. There were speakers from several sectors such as the 
forest industry, tech-industry, textile and fashion, research and academia.

The conference gave me an understanding of the importance and impact the 
change to bio economy will have on our society and that it is highly relevant for us 
working within field of architecture and design to contribute with our knowledge. 
They talked about the importance of cross disciplinary research and that the re-
search programs needs designers and designstudents being part of the innovation 
projects in an early stage. They showed results of the latest research and what is to 
come within the field.  

Fashion designer Bea Szenfeld showing some of her clothes made out of paper and the techinques she use in her work.

5
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1:4  New materials from the forest
The conference gave me a deeper insight into the new materials and processes that 
are being developed from wooden raw material today. Here follows some examples 
of materials that I found interesting and what properties and applications the new 
wood based materials can have.

3  http://www.innventia.com/Documents/Beyond/2013/beyond_2013-2_web.pdf, Read 18/1-2018
4 http://www.cellutech.se/cellufoam.html, Read 18/1-2018

1:4:1  Muscle paper, 2013
Muscle paper is paper that is chemically 

programed to fold or unfolds when being 

exposed to certain temperatures. A proto-

type created by designers Anna Glansén 

and Hanna Billqvist for Innventia, 2013.3

1:4:2  Nanocellulose foam, 2015
A low density, highly porous material from 

nanocellulose. This foam has very good me-

chanical properties that can be tailored ac-

cording to application. Obtained from pulp, 

the renewable and biodegradable foam is 

produced in a green solvent-free process.4

Possible applications:

Construction

Insulation (heat, acoustic)

Packaging

Energy absorption

Liquid absorption

Nudel package that unfolds when hot water is added 
to the nudels. When the are ready the package is fully 
opened. 

Close up image of the nanocellulose foam.

6
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1:4:3 Florescent nanocellulose paper, 
2015
Sichuan University scientists co-led by 

Dr Yu-zhong Wang and Dr Fei Song 

developed a thin, clear nanocellulose paper 

made out of wood flour and infused it with 

biocompatible quantum dots – tiny, semi-

conducting crystals – made out of zinc and 

selenium.5

1:4:4  Transparent wood, created by 
Dr. Lars Berglund 2016
Transparent wood is a novel material which 

combines transparency with the unique 

structure and strength of wood. The material 

is a wood-polymer composite, resulting in 

transparency. Intensive research and devel-

opment is being conducted in collaboration 

with WWSC.6

1:4:5 3D Printing with composite 
material out of lignin and 
PLA-plastic
RISE Reasearch Instetute of Sweden as 
ben working with the development of 
a 3D-printer filament cosisting of lignin 
and PLA plastic.7

5  http://www.sci-news.com/othersciences/nanotechnologies/science-glowing-paper-02823.html, Read 18/1-2018
6  http://www.cellutech.se/transparent-wood.htm, Read 18/1-2018
7  http://www.rapidreadytech.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/woodinnventia1.jpg

Image of the glowing florecent nanocellulose paper.

Sunlight shining trough a transparent piece of wood.

Small scale 3D printed object out of lignin and PLA-plas-
tic.

7
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1:5  RISE- Research Institute of Sweden (Innventia)
In the middle of November 2017, I contacted Anna Carlmark, Associate Professor at 
the department of fibre and polymer technology at KTH, Stockholm and Director of 
Nanocellulose at RISE Bioeconomy (Innventia). We booked a meeting so that I could 
get more information about the nano materials and what is happening in the field of 
biomaterials. I explained my intent with the project as clear as possible, but as my 
knowledge within the field was only was based on what I could read and find on the 
internet I had a hard time pinpointing exactly what I wanted to achieve. I asked if it 
was possible to get or buy nano cellulose directly from Innventia for my material ex-
periments. She told me about Innventias work and gave me a lesson in the basics of 
wooden cellulose materials and there possible applications. I got a tour of there pilot 
plant and she explained that its to expensive to make the nano cellulose gel in the 
quantities thats I needed for my material experiments. There are som forest compa-
nies that produce nano cellulose gel in industrial scale but they are often hard to get 
to because of  secrecy within there innovation programs.

Fairly late in the project I understood that I wouldn't be able to get nano cellulose gel 
in the quantities needed to test large scale 3D printing. Thats when I switched focus 
towards lignin.

During my visit at RISE I got a tour around their research facilities. This is a image of the machine they use to extrude 
the nanocellulose from pulp.

8
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1:5:1  Lignin
Lignin is the natural binder in wood and the second most abundant bio polymer on 
earth. Its unwanted in paper mass production and is therefore separated in the pro-
cess. Most of the lignin is burned to produce energy back to the plant, some is used 
as binding agent on dirt roads and some is refined into biofuel. It is bio degradable 
and has excellent binding properties. Therefore it felt like the perfect material to con-
tinue to work with in my project.

9
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plasticity

[pla-stis-i-tee]
the capability of being molded, receiving shape,or being made to assume a desired form

10
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The Selene chair by Vico Magistretti, 1968
The Selene chair dates from a period of great experimentation with the materials of 
furniture-making. Designers and manufacturers in the 1960s sought ways to make 
chairs in single mouldings, so they would be cheaper and quicker to manufacture. 
The Selene chair was one of the first mass produced plastic chairs. The plasticity of 
the material and the innovative technology enabled new design ideas to emerge and 
expanded the tool pallet for architects and designers from that point and forward.

1:6 Design references

8   https://www.designboom.com/design/selene-forerunner-of-todays-monobloc-chairs/, 15/2-2018
9  http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O121083/selene-chair-chair-vico-magistretti/, 15/2-2018

11
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Total furnishing unit by Joe Colombo, 1969
Total furnishing unit by architect and designer Cesar Joe Colombo is a good ex-
ample of the impact a new manufacturing technique and material can have on the 
progression of design and design theory. Injection-moulded plastic components 
enabled Colombo to reinvent ways of inhabiting a space.

10 http://www.highendweekly.com/conceptual-designs-by-joe-cesare-colombo/, 15/2-2018
11 http://socks-studio.com/2013/10/16/joe-colombo-total-furnishing-unit-1971/, 15/2-2018 12

1:6 Design references
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Nanocellulose Fiberboard, YinTing Lin, 2015   
Nanocellulose fiberboard is a material developed by multi-disciplinary designer YunTing Lin 

that’s 100% recyclable and biodegradable. The sustainable product is designed to replace 

MDF and molded plastic objects. it’s non-toxicity is thanks to a composition of plant fibers 

(like flax), and naturally fermented nanocellulose. both are already produced on an industrial 

scale in europe and east asia. To illustrate the valuable attributes of ‘nanocellulose fiber-

board’ he created three potential products: a modular storage system, interior wall panels, 

and bluetooth speakers.8    

This project by YinTing Lin is interesting because of its precision and aesthetic values. 
This is a material that is already in production but the focus in the project is on the 
aesthetic appeal of the material itself. The colours added and the form of the objects 
adds edge to the important subject of sustainability which I think is crucial for the 
material to be acknowledge as something attractive to the consumer. The design 
decisions we take affects the appeal for sustainable products which is crucial in order 
to compete with and replace the fossil based materials of today.

13

1:6 Design references

12  https://www.designboom.com/design/yunting-lin-nanocellulose-fiberboard-recyclable-biodegrad-
able-06-28-2015/, 16/2-2018
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3D Printing Ceramics, Introducing elements of randomness by Oliver 
van Herpt, 2012-2013
Oliver Van Herpt is a Dutch designer that works with additive manufacturing in clay. Its 
been helpful to look at his work to understand the basics of 3D printing with a liquid 
material. He is working with large scale 3d printers when manufacturing his ceramic 
sculptures while I had a industrial robot arm that I needed to modify for the purpose. 

1:6 Design references

13  http://oliviervanherpt.com/3d-printing-ceramics/

14
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2:1 Material development
This is an image of my first materialtests with water, pigment, different sizes of saw-
dust and four different natural binders. Bone glue, Rosin, Rise starch and Natural 
rubber. I began working with these substitute binders in order to get going while 
waiting for answers from possible sponsors that could supply me with lignin. In late 
Februari I got an answer from a company that ware willing to sponsor me with large 
amounts of lignin powder. 

2 PROCESS

15
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2:2 The lignin based composite
After receiving 95kg of lignin powder from my sponsors, Borregaard lignotech, I 
was able to get going with the development of the composite material. I started 
by solving the lignin powder in water. After a couple of tests I found the right pro-
portions to get a firm yet fluid consistency. I had a sample of clay from the clay 3D 
printer as a reference. To get mechanical strength in the material I then began to 
mix the lignin paste with sawdust. It took a lot of tests before I found the right size 
of sawdust that gave the composite strength and helps it to keep the form when ex-
truding. When I was satisfied with the properties of the material I tried to add strong 
pigment like red and blue. What I found was that the dark brown color of the lignin 
was to dark to get clear colours when adding the pigments. It just turned darker 
with a hint of the added pigment.

WATER 35% PIGMENT 5% LIGNIN 35% SAWDUST 25%

16
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After testing a nuber of nozzle sizes I decided to go for 8 mm, as I wanted to print large scale.

2:3 Extruding/ The nozzle size
After finding the most suitable composite mix to work with I continued by extruding 
the paste trough a nozzle manually to see how the material would act and harden and 
to find out the right amount of air pressure needed to extrude the material.

Its hard to find the right texture. The material needs to be fluid enough to easly be 
extruded but firm enough to hold its form. 

17
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Around 7 BAR is the right amount of presure for an even extrusion. Later in the process I had to work with multiple 
parameters such as air pressure, speed, heat and step. All simultaniusly to finetune the printing process.

2:4 Extruding/ Air pressure
The air pressure is an important factor. In order to get a smooth flow while printing 
with a liquid material I had to match the size of the nozzle (8mm) with the right air 
pressure. I connected the extruder with the material inside and the 8 mm nozzle to a 
compressor with readable pressure gate. Then I began extruding material in straight 
lines on a table while adjusting the pressure until I got a smooth line of material ex-
truded. I found that about 7 BAR was the right pressure for my material to be extrud-
ed through the 8 mm nozzle. 

18
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2:5 Modifying the extruder
Image of the clay extruder I modified and mounted to the ABB industrial 
robot. The cylinder holds around 3,5 kg of material. I had to find a 8 mm 
nozzle in metall to apply to the cylinder. After a few test prints I added a 
electric heating blanket to speed up the printing process. It heated the ma-
terial to around 40 degrees celsius which cut the printing time by approxi-
mately two thirds.

19
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2:6 The tool holder
In order to use the ABB Industrial robot as a 3D printer, I had to modify it 
by adding a holder where I could mount the extruder. I sketched on some 
alternative brackets but decided to go for the simplest model. A round 
steel plate with two steel rods welded to it, four rubber brackets for friction 
and a strap. I also made a bracket for the air pressure gauge and the vault 
so it could be mounted on top of the robot arm.

To be able to mount the extruder I had to design and 
manufacture a simple tool holder in metal.

The extruder is mounted and the robot is ready for the 
the first testprint

20
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2:7 Programming
Before I could begin printing I had to program the robot. I began by draw-
ing the extruder and nozzle in detail so that I could import it into the robot 
software. Then I had to set the zero point (the end of the nozzle where the 
material is extruded), for the new tool added so that the tool and robot arm 
would be synchronised in all axels.

21
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2:8 Form
I used the 3D modelling program Rhino to design the shapes that I wanted 
to print. After designing the shapes I imported them into the robot soft-
ware (Sprutcam robot 11) where I could program the paths that the robot 
would follow. After simulating the print in the software I converted the 
paths into G code that can be read by the robot arm software and translat-
ed into movement. 

The first test print was a simple cylinder with a diameter of 15 cm and a 
wall thickness of 8 mm. I programed the printer to move in a helix spiral 
movement, starting 5mm over the table and moving with a 5mm step up for 
each layer. When the cylinder shape got about 10 cm high it started to col-
lapse. I came to the conclusion that the walls where to thin and that I might 
need to add a suport structure inside the shape. I also finetuned other pa-
rameters such as speed, and airpressure.

I continued like this, learning by doing. The shapes became more and more 
complex as I managed to fine tune the process.

22
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3:1  Outcomes summery
My aim with this project was to rethink the way we use wood in architecture and de-
sign. Sweden and the nordic countries have a lot of productive forestland with high 
quality wood that is a great resource. New fields of use of wood could mean a cleaner 
and better future. I choose to work with lignin that is a waste stream from the forest 
industry to see if its possible to use wooden materials in a additive process like 3D 
printing. By looking at historical references that have worked with materials in inno-
vative ways I gained knowledge that helped me forward in the process.

Combining historical references with modern design references and material science 
gave me an understanding of the processes that leads to innovation within the field 
of architecture and design. Learning by doing and daring to experiment has been my 
mantra during this project.

3:2  Material Outcome
The lignin based bio composite that I developed proved to be suitable for additive 
manufacturing so I began testing the material properties by conducting full-scale 
tests with a industrial robot modified to a 3D printer. During every test print I tuned 
the process and my understanding of the material properties grew. The lignin based 
composite has great plastic (see plasticity, page 10) properties that enables it to be 
printed and to keep a desired shape in it liquid and semi dry state. When dried and 
hardened (after about ten days) the material becomes lighter, shrinks approximately 
5% and becomes a bit brittle.

Material properties
- Feels and smells natural
- Bio degradable
- Has interesting tactile qualities
- Good plastic qualities in the liquefied state
- Brittle when dry
- Shrinks when drying

3 Outcome

24
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3:3  The artefacts
During the printing phase of this project I have managed to fine-tune the process 
step by step with ever object I've printed but the time ran out at the point when I just 
started to get some precision in the prints. If I would continue I would have been able 
to focus more on the actual design. These objects or spatial artefacts that I choose to 
call them is the materialised result of my research. I find the haptic and tactile proper-
ties of the artefacts interesting as they feel natural, almost tribal or like relics from an 
areological excavation but the traces from a digital tool are present. 

25
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3:4 The exhibition
Because of the many steps in my process I figured that it would be best to 
show the process in a video. A lot of work went in to filming, learning how 
to edit and tell a story in a media that was new for me to work with. Work-
ing with digital fabrication and natural materials creates a tension when 
nature and modern technique meets. The contrast spur curiosity and in-
terest. I wanted to keep the that tension in the exhibition and keep a kind 
of ambient feel that lets the visitor react and reflect before asking about, 
reading about and fully understanding the project. It has been really inter-
esting being in the room, hearing visitors own thought and guesses about 
what material it is and there ideas on what the material could be used for in 
future scenarios.

I wanted to be clear with the connection to the Swedish forest, so I choose 
to have imagery of pine forest in the video as well as placing some of the 
artefacts on solid pine podium. The meeting between the solid pine block, 
with its shape thats been produced through a subtractive process, and the 
organically shaped artefacts that is produced through a additive process 
helped to clarify the intent of the project in a subtile way. 

I placed two rendered images of speculative scenarios on the wall, over the 
materialsamples to give a peek into my thought about the possibilities that 
I believe this technique and way of working can bring in a near future.

There have been a lot of interest around the project and I feel that I ful-
filled my aim of awakening curiosity and interest for the subject.

27
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4:1  Blurred roles, co-design and new levels of creativity
Wooden furniture is no longer produced in low wage countries, shipped to Sweden 
and stored in massive warehouses. Wooden furniture is manufactured locally all over 
Sweden. Close to the source, close to the customer. Old factory buildings are re-
opened as manufacturing hubs where local carpenters and technicians work together 
with robots that print parts out of wood based bio composites. Designers upload 
there designs as 3D models thats converted to G code, ready to be produced. Cus-
tomers can be part of the designprocess by choosing parts from a ever growing on-
line, design library. Furniture is made on demand and designers gets payed for each 
download. Traditional craftsmanship melts together with the digital and furniture and 
building elements co-designed by designer, craftsman, robot and user enables a new 
level of diversity within the field of architecture and furniture design.

4 Speculative scenarios

29
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4:2  Disrupting the material hierarchy
The lightweight hollow pilars stands twenty meters high, supporting the massive 
concrete ceiling. Its like the laws of physics has ceased to apply. As I move closer to 
a pilar it appears to be made out some kind of woven textile. The smell, the hard yet 
warm surface and the natural visual impression suggest something else, something 
breathing. Its wooden.   

30
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The starting point in this essay and thesis project has been these questions:

How can we rethink the way we use our greatest natural resource to get a more a 
sustainable and effective manufacturing industry?

Is it possible to create a biodegradable composite that is all based on wooden 
raw-material and that is suitable for additive manufacturing?

How could additive manufacturing in wood-based materials effect the field of interi-
or architecture and furniture design? 

I wanted to see if I could use this precious resource, wood, in a new way that could 
open up for interesting possibilities with in the field of interior architecture and fur-
niture design. I decided to explore the possibilities of developing a bio composite 
that only consists of wooden raw material. A material which properties enables it to 
be used in additive manufacturing by 3D-printing. After a intense research period I 
found that lignin, the natural binder in wood, could work great as bindning material 
to use in my project. As I couldn’t find any previous projects or references that had 
been working with lignin in the same way I had to find alternative ways to work with 
references. I started to look into design references from the 1960s to understand 
what new plastic materials and processes effected design and architecture then. I 
looked at modern design with in field of bio design and talked to people that are 
experts in field of bio science and bio economie. I developed a method where I 
moved forward by testing and evaluating the results. What I have learned from this 
project is that the ideas and thought I had wasn’t that of. I proved that its possible 
to 3D print with only wooden raw material from nordic coniferous forest without 
adding any unnatural binder or adhesive.

The most interesting thing during the project has been to meet all the people at 
the exhibition and hear there thought that is triggered by the physical outcome of 
my project. Also that I have proved for myself and got to the conclusion that these 
kind of ideas and processes that could be game changers for our environment is 
absolutely possible to realise in a near future. For the field of interior architecture 
and furniture design these kind of additive processes in biodegradable materials 
could mean that we get a totally new material pallet and that its possible that wood 
could replace fossilebased materials in the built environments we create. If I could 
continue with this project I would contact people with the right knowledge about 
bio chemistry and try to work closer to the industry. I believe in change from the 

Summery and reflections

31
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inside rather then only pointing at problems. It feels like I have only scratched the 
surface of this subject and im hoping to be able to continue this journey in one way 
or another.

32
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